Kaffe til

Samtale med Jo. Han henter alltid fort?

Fonshjelpe univers

Fordi veren?

Hvorfor allvès?

- hun vil ikke bo?
- hunen skal vi gifte oss med?
- hva er det vi gjør?
Epigraph

1) input & complex science
   - periodical system?

2) engineering & physics

[Diagram with boxes labeled: Introduction, Theory, Conclude, does GTD fit with ISO 9001?, common sense, this is what people do without reflecting...]
How to design impactful research.

This is the system I want to investigate.
As this research is concerned with system theory, it doesn't matter what I am investigating, as in system administration systems (SAMS), and it is of little impulsion that I am using it for controlling a single-power system within the cyber system of higher education.

1) How to operate 180,900 QMS.

agent input output classification of systems.
“Engaged Scholarship”

[Diagram with various interconnected boxes and arrows, labeled with terms such as 'theory', 'model', 'Scandinavian tradition', 'Discussion', and 'Scandinavian journal', with a note stating 'This is the new approach.']
Engaged scholarship

mobile

[flowchart diagram with boxes and arrows indicating a process]
ISO 9000

- New model in the meta-rule.
- GTD is known
- ISO 9000 is known
- The relationship between the two is new.

2.1 Background thing - General usage
2.2 Focal thing - GTD 9001
2.3 ISO 9001 role as an under model